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COMMENT
OF THE
WEEKS NEWS
By Arthur Dear, Jr,
Inconsistent Shouting.
Italy and England.
CR, Friend of Labor.
Prosperity
Peace Prize Candidate.
Hoover for President.
A. A. Berle points out
the
Survey Graphic that the people
who were shouting loudest for
"taxation for revenue only" during
the last session of Congress and
who are still kicking, were the
same ones who used to shout just
as loudly for protective tariffs.
The Christian Science Monitor, reputedly the best newspaper for foreign news in
this country, broadcast last
Monday the gist of a special
communication which came to
them to the effect that since
Mussolini has come to power
in Italy the whole Italian foreign policy has been against
ting land despite friendly relations on the surface.

VOLUME 41

(Weekly Suyent Newspaper)

ni

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, OCTOBER 9, 1935

(Complete Campug Coverage)

Oldest College
Newspaper

NUMBER 2

COLLEGE LAUNCHES SAFETY CAMPAIGN
RELIGION HAS
SEAT IN

As California Greeted Roosevelt

Too Few Candidates
Out for Football
Says Coach Rogers
Any Freshman football players
who have not yet reported for
practice, or who have signed up
for other sports for the fall term,
are asked to come out for football as soon as possible.
Coach Will Rogers has said that
the squad this year is entirely too
small and that there will have to
be more interest shown if games
and trips are to be scheduled.
Last year the Freshman squad
was able to take three trips in
addition to their home games. It
is hoped that similar arrangements can still be made for this

Anderson Cites Character as
Principal Element
of Life

MORE SAFE DRIVING
PLAN ENDORSED BY
COLLEGE OFFICIALS
College Professors
Dean Enyart Says
Worst Offenders at "Use Your Head" for
Violating By-Laws Safe Campus Driving

Suggested by the college's anti"Using one's head is essential",
reckless driving campaign launch- said Dean Arthur D, Enyart, asked
ed last week by Dean Arthur D. concerning the 1935-36 Rollins
Enyart, this correspondent was driving regulations. The Dean was
Dean Winslow S. Anderson
lately requested to interview wha: earnest in recommending this pracspoke Sunday morning in the
he
believed to be this vicinity's tice as a cure-all and preventaKnowles Memorial Chapel on "The
most unpopular man, Officer Frank tive. He went on to quote from
A few years ago, England got Elements of College Life".
Sachse of the Winter Park Police his own experience.
Corfu, an island in the MediterranAccording to the Dean, there are
Force.
Stop streets convey the impresean, which forms part of the BritMr. Sachse, who is usually found sion of a full stop, with a look
ish hiroad to the East, but she had six of these elements. Character,
following Rollins students on his both ways before proceeding. They
to force Italy out to get it. Then Good Health, Intellect, Social,
motorcycle, is more than respond- do not imply increased acceleralater Italy proposed an interna- Power, and Time, which are most
ing in a pleasant way to the coltional pact which unobtrusively
portant although he also said
"The problem," he said, "is
lege's campaign. His difficulties
left England out. The British Forare many, and his work is not al- squarely up to the individual driveign Office apparently ignored there were other factors such as
Religion and the Aesthetic side
er. He must see that his car is in
ways appreciated.
these incidents and forgot them.
which were also important.
He receives no pay for examin- good shape and he is in good
"Education," the Dean stated, "i;
Jacksonville is Place of An- ing the vehicles of college stu- shape. He must be careful at all
But just before Italy inpreparation
of
life,
but
at
Rol
nual
Meeting
dents.
He prefers however, to test times, be physically fit so that his
vaded Ethiopia, she had a seclins, education and life are synony
cars free of charge than to report reflexes act quickly."
ret talk with French diploThe Reporter questioned the
s, a student being called upon
mats. France is afraid of
Dean Winslow S. Anderson, accidents or make arrests. He is
Dean further regarding his own
make decisions and choose
Hitler and Mussolini's three
President of the Atlantic Sea- more than the common cop of thc
driving and the example he furnfriends which will affect his entire
divisions during the Nazi
board, Association, Fred Ward, South, He has a real interest ni
ishes the college in this respect.
We are creatures of habit
putsch on Austria recently
and Fleetwood Peeples represented the welfare of the populace over
Highly indignant at the shade of
and the chains of habit which wt
were a great help to France.
Rollins College at the annual meet- which he holds a warning finger.
a supposed reflection. Dean Enyart
forgQ will probably never be brok
Mussolini knows all this. He
ing of the A. S. U. held in JackStop streets and poor parking proudly pointed to the record he
also knows that England hassonville, Friday, Oct. 4. The meet- are two of the more minor but
has achieved as an operator and
In considering the
n't promised to help France
ing, held in the George Washing- bothersome
tasks
of
Officer patron of a certain make of cars.
ments, the Dean began with the What was perhaps the mo-,t tuniultii ms dcmonbUtU
against Germany.
ton Hotel, was called to order by Sachse' routing. Your correspond"Leaving speed out for a mohim since he entered the White Huuse Braeted Piesidtjnt Rooae\eH
most important, Character. "Ask
President
Anderson
at
9:30.
ent was informed that the worst
upon his arrival at Los Angeles, before embarking on his vacation
ment," he said, "I have never had
yourself these questions," he said. sea
Election of officers was held offenders on the stop street violacruise. In Los Angeles, a crowd of 60,000, a section of which is
Consumers Research, an organiAre you always reliable; are your pictured above, greeted the President and First Lady as they entered- with Dean Anderson being reelect- tion were certain members of the a serious accident. That fact should
zation with some sixty thousand
speak for itself" Enyart did not
statements and testimony always
the city's vast Memorial Coliseum.
ed for the sixth consecutive time. Rollins administration, who are go into detail regarding his speed
subscribers, which has built up a
petely truthful; are you honA board of thirteen managers was conducting this campaign. Mr. records between Winter Park and
respected name for itself in deorable and honest; do you keep
Sachse
didn't
mention
any
names
then
elected,
representing
Rollins
bunking advertising and pointing
Jacksonville, Winter Park and
your promises; are you dependCollege, University of Forida, to this reporter, but certain ideas Miami, and the various other timeout faults and attributes in pro, always impartially fair in
University of Miami and various
ducts sold to the public, has alannihilating feats for which he is
your judgments of others, and are
local
towns.
Fred
Ward
was
elect"They're
going
to
&et
tickets
the
ways been regarded by most peofamous
you ridgedly moral and self-coned Manager at large.
same as anybody else from now
ple as the friend of labor. How"The real menace is," he went
trolled. If your answer to these
Dean
Anderson,
as
alternate
repon,"
Mr.
Sachse
emphasized.
ever, a strike has been going on
Announcement of a gift of ten
on, "in people who drive fast
is no, your path in college life is
resentative will represent this dis- "We've had less accidents during around town. Those who are carefor over a month now. CR has
precarious, and your future desti- pieces of Italian statuary to Roltrict at the National Convention of the past year than ever before in
blocked all attempts to arbitrate.
ny is miserable. If you can an- lins college by C. Perry Snell of Most Successful Speakers to the A. A. U. to be held in New Winter Park. The more we clamp less present the biggest problem."
It has not given out correct inThe Fall 1935 crop of motor veswer yes, your reward is sweet in- St. Petersburg was made Monday,
Take Part in Broadcast
York City, December 6.
down, the more careful drivers be- hicles, the Reporter pointed out, is
formation—for the first time. I t
deed. All that counts in life is October 7.
Most of the meeting was spent come. We intend to be strict with most imposing. From the lowly
may be the friend of the consumMr. Snell is a real estate develcharacter. Riches and world-giv"The
Oratorical
Association
has
everybody
this
year."
in
selecting
cities,
where
the
er, but it certainly is not of labor.
Austin to the haughtj* Packard
en honors are small consolation to oper and has imported a lai'ge art been in existence at Rollins since championship games
Waiting until well on in our talk they form a mighty phalanx near
those who to themselves are not collection from Italy to decorate 1929. It is an organization de- popular sports wi]
<e played, we questioned the officer about Beanery awaiting their masters,
his most important development,
According to President Roose true."
signed especially for those inter- Wrestling will be
the
point
of
evening
parking
in
ed at the
Snell Island. The pieces from
the total effect beggars of descripvelt and several of his spokesmen
"Good health is important," the
ested in various forms of public University of Flori
boxing at lonely country by-ways. It's perthe depression is over. But don't Dean said "because without it you this collection that have been giv- speaking and is, in effect, a labor- the University of Miami, and the fectly all right, we were told, as tion.
en to Rollins are life sized reThe finest distinction of these
forget that:
are burdened with a serious handiatory of the speech arts."
mens
basketball
champions
h
i
p
long as you turn on your parking
productions of ten of the most
cap in all your pursuits, and one
Thus the "Tomokan" partially game at Tampa. Numerous other lights. If you don't, the chances vehicles, however, has not been
One out of every six perfamous Italian Venuses done in
touched on. It lies in a certain
who drives his body without undescribes
the
purpose
of
the
Oraevents
of
sports
will
be
held
in
difare
good
that
you
may
get
a
ticksons in the United States is
Carrara marble. They were forpiercing quality of horn, ranging
derstanding it or knowing how to
Association.
But D r. ferent towns throughout the year et.
still on relief.
merly given to a small Kentucky torical
all the way from booming reverbcare for it is as foolish as trying
Mr. Sachse advised, in the case; erations to shrill rat-like peeps and
college but have been released Pierce, faculty advisor for the as- Florida.
tQ fly an aeroplane without having
sociation,
hastens
to
expand
on
its
One ont of every five men
[t
was
unanimously
voted
to
of
night
parking
,to
avoid
main
and are now standing in the Snell
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)
had any instruction.
functions.
Short
stories,
amusing
is out of work.
end to the National Con- travelled highways, or at least to ,
Arcade building in St. Petersburg.
or informative incidents of travel,
"Intellect, the third element, is
iiuilding is three-quarters
The statues may be placed in monologues, musicales, debates, vention that the United States stop well off' the side of the road.
necessary for success in college or
"You'd
be
surprised
at
the
number
|
d delegates to the Olympics to
of the way down between the
in life. Whether we are born with the Chapel garden, but no definite and "stunts" of innumerable deheld in Germany, if Jewish and of accidents that are caused by
top and the absolute bottom.
an A, B, C, or D grade mind is no decision will be made until Dr. scriptions, are incorporated into Catholic entrants will receive people parking on main roads," we
Holt's return.
the
regular
weekly
meeting.
Those
fault
of
ours,
but
whether
we
train
were told.
Railroad revenues are only
equal and fair treatment.
who most successfully prove their
this mind to top efficiency or not,
half as much as they should
Drunken driving was not as sore
depends entirely on us. This is an New York —ACP —R. O. T. C , worth at the meetings participate
ACP—Hold your breath, dub! a point as we had imagined. Albe.
age of brains, and we must train long a violent point of controversy in the semi-weekly Rollins broad- Scientists at the University of though emphasis was placed on the
Our export trade stands at
our resourcefulness, our initiative at City College here, is an unre- cast over station WDBO at Orlan- Iowa have discovered that the necessity of staying sober, the poan index figure of 33.
tricted elective this term, and do.
and our intellect.
better golfers hold their breath lice department doesn't feel that Publication of Flamingo Topic
Industrial production has
"in considering the fourth or So- liberals are pointing to the
At the first meeting, tentatively hile making a shot.
(Continued on page 2, col. 1)
of Warm Controversy
only gained one-half of its
cial element, the speaker said that change as a signal victory for scheduled for last evening, was relosses since the bottom of the to be a leader, a man must learn to them.
organized. An Executive CommitThe
first meeting of the Publidepression.
Previously,
either
hygiene
or
use the help of his associates, but
tee was elected to prepare the procations Union this term, held yes(Continued on page 2, col. 7) military science was compulsory. gramme for the coming year and
And for thirty-five years
terday
afternoon in Sparrell Hall,
all
who
intend
to
join
should
have
American business expanded
enrolled at that time or in the near
was marked by a warm controsteadily, with only minor refuture.
cessions, until 1929. Since
versy over the size of the FLAThere are no specific qualificathe Roosevelt administration
An announcement of importance to ambitious playwrights here MINGO for the college year.
tions for joining the Association. and elsewhere in America has recently been made by the editors of
there have been four "booms",
John C. Bills, present editor,
For the initiate as well as for theStage magazine who are anxious to find new material to bolster the
but business now approxipresented a plan somewhat in
Immediately
following
the
appointment
of
the
new
Flamingo
Staff
veteran in di"ama, music, or public drama in this country.
mates the volume just before
contrast to the policies of former
for 1935-36 it was announced that a new-method of the selection of speaking, the Oratorical Associathe World War.
The theatre lacks good, new
editors. His plan, to make the
material would be introduced.
tion has something definite to ofshort plays! So reads an an- in manuscripts. The editors will college magazine into the size of
Three associate editors have
fer towards a more persuasive
nouncement sent out by Stage, not enter into correspondence con- a national periodical, met slight
well known campus writers of
The Republicans are looking ovbeen chosen who will be in charge
personality.
which, in an attempt to get more cerning the copy received, nor will opposition in some of the memer the field for a Presidential
of the various departments of the
drama of the short story category, they accept responsibility for the bers.
Candidate. Mr. Hoover would
Seymour Ballard has undertakmagazine to handle separately
ACP—When a letter was reis offering $100 to authors whose return for manuscripts unless they
seem to be the best man. His
en the book review section and
The matter was finally left to a
manuscripts in the fields of ficfused Jim Tolbert, husky Univerone-act contributions are found are accompanied by sufficient post- committee composed of Mr. E. T.
career is strikingly similar to
will receive the latest books from
tion, poetry and essay articles.
sity of Texas lineman, because he
acceptable enough to warrant pub- age.
President Cleveland in that he waa
various publishing houses.
Brown, Prof. Edwin Granberry,
Jean Parker, who will edit the esswung at an official after a game,
lication
in
this
magazine.
elected, failed in the public eye,
An earnest effort is being made he was presented with a mounted
All plays will be read prompt- and Miss Catherine Perpente. The
says, is especially interested in obwas out a term, and Cleveland
Consideration will be given only ly and accepted or rejected as soon action of the committee should
taining articles with Florida his- to systematize the collection of trophy by his teammates.
was then re-elected to be one of
Flamingo material. A box has
to those plays which have neither as possible.
take place within the next week.
torical backgrounds.
our best Presidents, Mr. Hoover
been placed in Carnegie Hall for
been published nor produced, the
All prospective contributors are
Bills announced the appointment
These are to cover the field of any manuscripts in case it is difalready knows the job, he couldn't
announcement states. "Preference
to send in their manuscripts of Miss Perpente as the associate
to will be shown to those plays which urged
be worrying about another term history, legend and economics. ficult to contact any of the editors. Turn in Manuscripts
soon in order that they may be en- editor of the FLAMINGO and H.
Frances
Perpente,
in
charge
of
the
because he has already served
Suggestions for distinctive art- Flamingo before Oct. 28 can be acted within 45 minutes, tered for the first of the competi- P. Abbott as the business manfiction, is on the lookout for any work to be used on cover designs
one.
and to those plays which are con- tion, which opens with the Novem- ager. Both appointments were
and all stories. The editors are and illustrations are much in detemporary in theme.
ber issue of the magazine.
ratified.
Students wishing to contribespecially proud to have Miss Per- mand.
Stage observes the full publicaIt is the intention of the donors
The Union further discussed
AP reports from Stockholm
ute
manuscripts
to
the
Flaminpente as a member of the staff for
tion rights, but no production of the awardsi for best short plays contracts for printers and engravThe Flamingo also wishes to
are to the effect that some
recently won the nation wide announce an increase In size which go are requested to turn them rights, thereby enabling the auto establish a ready medium ers of the TOMOKAN, annual
sections of the Swedish press
short story contest sponsored by shoud add to the attraction of the in before October 28. The con- thor to submit his play for prothrough which talented amateurs year book of the college. Two
have suggested Emperor Haile
tributions are to be tui'ned over
the Golden Book.
magazine and the possibility of
Selassie for the Nobel Peace
to Professor Granberry or John duction after it has appeared with- may find a means of getting their representatives of a Tampa firm
Sterling Olmstead is assisting in national advertising.
spoke concerning engraving. The
Prize. The prize is awarded
Bills. A box will be placed in in the pages of the Stage maga- material published.
the fiction and will aid in the se- There are numerous staff posi- Carnegie for other manuscripts.
All manuscripts intended for board decided to postpone action
by the Norwegian Parliament.
The preliminary announcement November publication should be on the matter until a later meetlection of manuscripts in all de- tions as yet unfilled and students AH copy must be typewritten
And last Sunday Dr. Cadman
cautions contributors to observe sent to the editors of Stage im- ing when more definite specificapartments. Marlen Eldredge, in desiring work should apply to the and fairly understandable.
cited II Duce as Public Enemy
associate editors.
the usual requirements in sending mediately.
tions may be submitted.
No. 1 in the world.
charge of poetry,
of the

HEADS A. S. 0.

Italian Statuary Is
Donated to College
By C. Perry Snell

SPEAK ON RADIO

BOARD DEBATES
BILLS' NEW PLAN

Staff Solicits Contributors For Fall
Issues Of Flamingo; Policy Is Changed

STAGE SPURS WRITERS
WITH $100 INDUCEMENT

THE

ROLLINS
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SANDSPUR

Bronze Tablet Will
Rae to Offer
Enyart and Sachse Give John
Mark Historic Site
Seminar Course In
Their Untried Theories Art Personalities Of Rollins College

Not a Doll, but a Dall House

(Continued from page 1, col. 2)

On November 2 will be the 50th
Prof. John Rae will formally
open the seminar on Great Per- anniversary of the meeting of the
sonalities in Art with a lecture on first faculty of Rollins College
Thursday morning at the studio. This meeting was held in the
In connection with his lecture building which served then, as
(Continued from page 1, col. 7)
(Continued from page 1, col. 6)
Mr. Rae will illustrate his talk now, as the parsonage of the Concollege students, at least in Winter whistles. The Dean allowed this with some of his own books, the gregational church, located on
best known of which is Grasshop- Interlachen Avenue, next to SparPark, do any more drinking than to be so.
rell Cottage.
"The chief point," he insisted, per Green, a juvenile classic.
townspeople.
A bronze tablet will be dedicated
Mr. Rae has come to Rollins
However, we were cautioned "is using your head. Just as I
against driving while under the said in the beginning. Early this from the School of Organic Edu- on this historic site on November
influence of liquor. "You can't week an example of this came cation, otherwise known as the 2 in connection with the final pro
mix, gasoline and liquor, and the forcefully to my attention. Two Marietta School in New York gram of the Rollins Semicente'i
best way is to decide which you cars were involved in a slight ac- City. Formerly Mr. Rae was con- nial Commencement.
On the bronze tablet will ai»
want to do. Because you can't get cident. The driver of a third did nected with the Cherry Lawn
pear the following names of th<
not scratch a fender, yet, he was School in Darien, Connecticut.
away with both."
He attended the Pratt Institute charter faculty: Rev. E. P. Hool
Although we were fairly well in- responsible for the whole affair.
formed on the subject, the proced- It happened when a young man, and the Art Student League in er, D.D., President; Prof. Nathat
ure of getting tickets was repeat- fleeing, I presume, from Clover- New York City, where he studied Barrows, M.D., Prof. William ^\
ed. The minor offenders are all leaf, hastened around the horse- with Howard Pyle, F. V. Dumont Lloyd, A.B.; Prof. Annie W. Moisent to the Dean of Men of the shoe the wrong way. An innocent and Kenyon Cox. After complet- ton: and Prof. Louise M. Abbott.
college who appropriately admon- young lady," went on the Dean, ing his education Mr. Rae travelishes violators, your correspond- "drove in by Carnegie the right led and studied abroad.
way."
Readers of the "American Magaent has been told.
"Following the young lady's zine" and the "Woman's Home
On the second offense an undergraduate may lose the privilege of car, I backed my own vehicle into Companion" may remember some
driving an automobile in Winter the horseshoe to turn around. of Mr. Rae's decorative illustraPark and Orlando. He may not Finding her path blocked, the girl tions. He is also represented in
permanent collection of AmeriThe first meeting of the Music
be punished, of course, but if the immediately stepped on the brakes.
n Illustrators at the Congress- Appreciation Hour, held yesterpractice is repeated, the chances Her car swerved to a sudden stop.
I kept on backing. The result, a ional Library in Washington.
day in the Annie Russell Theatre,
of a penalty are great.
In a personal interview with offered an interesting quartette
All major offenders are sent both slight collision. All, I repeat, beto the Dean and to the police cause the man in the first car did Prof. Rae, we found that he had written by Rimsky-Korsakow, Liasuch interesting hobbies as writ- dow, Borodine and Glazounov. It
court, with the prospects of severe not stop to use his head."
The Reporter hastened away, ing light verse, instructing chil- was played by Mr. Clemens, Miss A present £rom the president's mother. Mrs. James Roosevelt, this
penalty from both. We suggested
tiny house will provide a lot of fun for "Sistie" and "Buzzie" Dall,
that the administration wasn't set- puzzling as he went the problems dren, gardening, and playing the Cox, Mr. Bergonzi and Mr. Krup- her great-grandchildren. It was erected on the Roosevelt estate at
ting too good an example by the of driving, resolving in his mind harmonica. He takes pride in his nick.
Hyde Park. N. Y.
The Music Appreciation is a
way several members drove. On never to drive the wrong way in a ability to play this instrument.
Mr. Rae's course in Design popular seminar. It is run on a
that point our demands were never driveway, and further to take all
ACP—Japan will have an opporHeard on the training table:
factors into consideration before promises to be unusual and inter- four-year plan in such a way that
really answered.
Athlete: "Waiter, what's this?"
esting, since it includes varied top- the same music is never repeated. tunity to see American football
Our conversation with M r . he backed up.
this
autumn.
A
squad
of
34
forWaiter:
"It's bean soup."
ics
such
as
methods
of
creative
The
best
representative
work
of
Sachse brought out one thing in
design, industrial design, drawing,
ic history is presented from mer college players, from Tulsa
Athlete: "I don't care what 'it
Two Years Before Exams
particular. Despite his reputation
week to week accompanied by ex- University, the University of Chi- vas, I want to know what it is
New York (NSFA)—100 lucky and a history of design.
he appears to be a likeable person.
planatory remarks by Mr. Clem- cago and various Pacific Coast
He is interested in cooperating freshmen at N. Y. U. have been
Once during the year the schools will play a series of ten
with the college in safe driving. selected to take the new "unified
Initiates Food Probe
This correspondent feels that his course" which leads to a compreChapel Hill, N. C. (NSFA—Fol- Seminar meets in the chapel to games in seven Japanese cities.
interests should be appreciated hensive examination at the end of lowing the closing of Swain Hall, hear organ music and choral work.
the second year. Until then stu- University of North
and returned.
Carolina Several times during the year the
• is given over to well-known
dents chosen for "superior prep- commons, the Student Council has
musical clubs of Florida.
Flowers are playing an imState College, Pa.—ACP—Penn aration" will be given individual initiated an investigation of the
guidance
through
a
course
deThe
first rehearsal of the Sym- portant part in the Sorority and
price
and
quality
of
food
now
serState Frosh are PAYING for the
privilege of being rushed by fra- signed to stimulate "broad cultur- ved in Chapel Hill. Eating condi- phony Orchestra of Central Flor- Fraternity rushing on Campus.
al appreciation of values in all tions at State College and Duke ida will take place in the Woman's
Leave a standing order for
ternities this year!
Contrary to the time-worn tra- significant phases of contempor- University will be looked into and Club Wednesday evening, October boquets at Lucy Little Flower
compared to Chapel Hill standards. 9 a t eight o'clock. Any new stu- Shop, 25c and up.—adv.
dition, the freshmen are being as- ary life."
dents who are interested are insessed a fee of fifty cents when
vited to try out.
Patronize our advertisers.
they apply for date cards prior to

Patrolman Accuses
Speed King Forgets
Profs of Offending His Former Records

Quartette Stars as
Appreciation Hour
Holds First Session

the opening of the rushing season.
Non-payment of the fee results in
deferment of pledging for thirty
days—should the yearling be asked to pledge.
The fraternity coffers will profit
to the extent of about $350 as a
result of the new method, which
has been successfully used at the
University of Michigan and the
University of Wisconsin.
Patronize (

W.S. JOHNSON
WATCHMAKER

Andy's Garage

COLLEGE PHOTO SERVICE

JEWELER

For the Football
Frances Slater's
Sport Frocks

Bank of Winter Park Building
WINTER PARK

MABEL WICHT

• advertisers.

GOWNS

Formerly affiliated with Franklin Simon, displaying college fashions throughout northern
colleges.

KEENE & KEENE

Jefferson Court Hotel

TED'S

Frances Slater
SAN JUAN BLDG.

We are back to serve you.
2421 N. Orange, Orlando

ORLANDO, FLA.

Phone 49G7

For the Best in Food Stuffs

^ ^

Thames'

E D A'S

_ _

BEAUTY SHOP

MARKETESSEN

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY

Welcome to Both Old

French Dry Cleaning

T is the duty of every
Rollins student to patronize our advertisers. Our
advertisers make possible
your paper.

American Laundry
Al Huppel
Andy's Garage
Arnold's Restaurant
Avalon Beauty Shop
Baggett's Service (Standard Oil)
Baker's Men's Shop
Bell Bread
Bennett Electric Shop
Bledsoe's Garage
Brown's Bake Shop
Caruther's Florist Shop
Celinda's Yarn Shop
Charles Wright (Hairdresser)
Chesterfield (Cigarettes)
College Garage
Colonial Drug Store
Davis Office Supply
Dickson-Ives (Department
Store)
Eda's Beauty Shop
Frances Slater (Dress
Shop)
Gary's Drug Store
Grover Morgan (Jeweler)
Hamilton Hotel

Keene & Keene (Optometrist)
Lander's Drug Store
Lee's Dairy
Little Dutch Mill (Barbecue)

and New Students

"Established Half Century"
Phone

146 E. Park Ave.

For Sorority and Fraternity Parties

418

Mabel Wicht (Dress Shop)
Mariam's Beauty Shop
Midwest Radio
Music Shoppe Inc

CALL

Violet Dell Florist

We Solicit Your Patronage

SAN JUAN HOTEL, ORLANDO

LITTLE DUTCH MILL

Free Delivery Service

Phone 4434

No. Orange Ave.

Small Sets for the Students Room
We have a complete line of small radios, reasonably
priced, for your room.
Also good values in used sets.

RADIO SERVICE CO.

Orlando

BABYGRAND

Phone 929,3

Continuous
From
2 p. m.

W. C. Ford, Jr. (Rollins '29)
478 N. Orange Ave.
(Across from Avalon Hotel)
Phone 5828
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THREE BIG DAYS
—3—
WEDNESDAY — THURSDAY — FRIDAY

MIDWEST OFFERS FOR 1936

18 TUBES

BIGGEST OF SCREEN MUSICALS 1
f^ \ S t a r s of radio, screen, stage!

QUALITY

SERVICE
CLEANLINESS

All Six Tuning Tubes, $87.50
F. 0. B. Cincinnati
80 advanced 1936 features. Car radios of advanced design.
Rollins Students are invited to see today's most powerful

RENDEZVOUS BAR-B-0

GRAHAM GROVER

THREE MINUTES' DRIVE FROM THE CAMPUS

.569 Osceola Ave., Winter Park
YOU GET EVERYTHING WITH A MIDWEST

JUST NORTH OF WINTER PARK

ARNOLD'S RESTAURANT

THE

Formerly Noack's—Winter Park
with J A C K
BENNY
ELEANOR POWELL
ROBERT
TAYLOR

Tasty—Home cooked Quality Food.
Delicious Pastries
Our Specialty

Heading f»ie CasI of 15 Stan

Sizzling Tender Western Steaks—Sea Food
50c

SATURDAY
LITTLE BIG SHOT
With Robert Armstrong and Glenda Farrell

Louis' (Dress Shop)
Lucy Little (Flower Shop)

Phone 66

CARUTHERS'

Turkey Dinner Every Sunday
Attractive Menus Every Day

I

Johnson's Jewelry Store

"SEE KEENE FOR KEEN SIGHT"

Winter Parli Office
348 E. Park Ave.

Statisticians at Georgia Tech recently compiled a list of 2,500
English cuss words.

Orlando, Fla.

Optometrists and Manufacturing Opticians
102 N. Orange Ave., Orlando

to have a friend, he must be a
friend.
"The fifth and sixth elements
of Power and Time go together.
To be successful you must be energetic and learn to produce under pressure. Laziness, indolence,
the general wasting of time, is a
certain form of short-changing
yourself.
"If you invest in the above
points," Dean Anderson said, "they
will pay you dividends in health,
wealth and happines, you will live
a wholesome and happy life, and
you will have the respect of your
fellows.
In short, you will
achieve."
Students taking part in the service were Jean Parker, Perry Oldham, David Bothe, and Alberto
Warren, while Dean Enyart gave
the Benediction.

Games in

226 Church St.

Bill Whalen, Campus Agent, Phone 39

ENGRAVER

DRESS
SMARTLY

Expert Repairing of All
Make Cars

"REILY" Photographer

Dean Anderson Does
Not Think Religion
Most Important Fact
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Radio Service Co. (Auto
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Remington-Rand (Office
Supplies)
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Rollins Press
Rustic Inn
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Shatswell M. (Tea Room)
Shell Station
Southern Dairies (Ice
Cream)
Sparks' Theatres
Steve's Garage
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Thames (Marketessen)

College Garage
SERVICE BEFORE THE
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No extra charge for storage deliveries
110 W. Fairbanks Ave.
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Orange Buick Sales
Orange Laundry
Orlando Steam Laundry
Otis Mote (Men's Shop)

Phone 115

Winter Park Insurance
Agency
Yowell-Drew (Department
Store)
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ROLLINS
Finds United States Similar
to "New China"

THE

Picture Projection
With Sound Effects
Shown to Students
The Rollins desire for
methods of modern education
again came to the fore last Thur
day morning when the college
sponsored a demonstration of a
portable picture projector with
sound equipment as an effective
means of college instruction. Mr.
Gurgert's demonstration was held
in the Annie Russell Theatre
at 11:45 a. m.
The films shown included "Fundamentals of Acoustics," "Plant
Growth," "Vocational Guidance"
and a talk by Dr. Kilpatrick, Professor of Education at Teachers
College, Columbia on "Dynamic
Education". This talk, supposedly the key-note of the program,
was unusually dry and many students found the professor exceedingly difficult to understand. Many
even found it advisable to leave
at this point. May we only hope
that if this method of teaching is
accepted at Rollins, that we may
be spared from all the Dr. Kilpatricks. At times like this we
thank God for the conference
plan.
Despite the above criticism the
demonstration proved educational.
Many topics which appeared dull
to the student in the classroom
now became vitally interesting to
the eye. Topics that had been difilt to understand appeared easy
the student actually saw them.
Many of the Great Universities
throughout the country are acpting this method of teaching
and finding it very beneficial.
The Annie Russell Theatre is
•mpletely wired for vitaphi
and has a good screen so that it
Id be a simple matter to i
stall one of these machines.

By a Staff Member
Wu-Kow Liu, who has come
from China to study at Rollins,
feels that the similiarities between
students of China and the United
States are much greater thi
differences.
Miss Liu, whose home
Shanghai, is a transfer from the
University of Peking, where she
specialized in sociology. She
tends, while at Rollins, to study
sociology and American literature
She hopes at the end of the year
to be able to obtain a fellowship
in an eastern university so that
she may study for her M. A. before
her return to China. She plans to
teach.
According to Miss Liu, the University of Peking is similar to the
average large American university, the lecture system being used
entirely. Miss Liu thinks the Rollins Conference plan is superior to
the lecture system as she feels
discussion to be an important part
of education. She first heard of
Rollins through her sister, Wu-Fei
Liu, who attended this college several years ago.
Miss Liu landed in Seattle September 2, and traveled across the
continent to New York where she
spent several days. She expressed
astonishment at the size of the
city, and at the many types and
nationalities which she saw represented there.
Asked if she found customs and
manners strange, she stated that
she noticed little difference in appearance, recreations or attitudes
as far as the United States and
"New China" were concerned.
"Of course," she said, "the New
China and the Old China are two
different worlds."
The first program of Organ Ves
Miss Liu thinks that American pers for this year will be given
students appear more mature and Wednesday afternoon, October 9
sophisticated than those of China. at 5:30 P. M. in the Knowles MeShe is pleased that there are no morial Chapel. Mr. Siewert is th(
other Chinese students in college official organist and will be glad
as she is forced to speak English, hereafter to comply with requests
which, she says, has been difficult for favorite numbers.
for her, although she speaks reStudents, faculty, and the genmarkably well.
eral public are cordially invited to
Miss Liu stated that she felt the attend these programs which will
greatest difference between Amer- be given once or twice a week.
ica and China was the status of Not only works of organ composwomen. Comparatively few wo- ers will be played, but also selecmen attend college in China. tions from symphonies and operas
There, in a college of 1000 stu- as well as lighter compositions
dents, not more than 100 are wo from piano and vocal literature.
men. Although women in the New Classic and modern works are inChina are rapidly being consider, termingled on each program, exed on an equality with men, it will cept on special occasions which
be some time before they will commemorate certain composers.
reach the position held by AmeriAs has been customary in the
past, assisting soloists from the
Concluding the interview, Miss Rollins Conservatory of Music will
Liu spoke of her great apprecia- often appear on the program.
tion for the kindness and interest
The program for this Wednesshown her by everyone in the day is as follows:
college. She is anticipating a
1. Inftjroductioi^ and Fuge—
happy and stimulating year at Healy Willan
Rollins.
2. Andante, from Symphoney
No. 6—Tchaikowski
3. On the Trail, from "Grand
Canyon Suite"—Groge
4. Evensong—Martin
TIOGA — FINE YARNS
5. Serenade "Frasquita"—LeBERNAT
har-Kreisler
Knitting Instructions Free
6. Sections from the operas of
Handknit Suits to Order
Washington St. Arcade, Orlando Giacomo Puccini, including "Butterfly", "La Boheme" and "Tosca"

Batteries charged

75c

Spark Plugs Cleaned and
Adjusted, 5c apiece

BAGGETT'S
SERVICE

SANDSPUR

PLANS LAID FOR Long's Character Viewed

THE

(Each week the inquiring
students their opinions on

eporter will ask represt
ertinent questions.)

What do you think of this year's crop of Freshmen?
Harrison Roberts, Theta Kappa Nu House. "They certainly
fresh—so green. Too bad the ratio could not be more equal, but
boys—will be boys. Where's the cream of the crop?"
Reginald Clough, X Club: "To be frank, I' don't know what to think
of them. Off hand it looks to me as though thc upper classmen were
the rats because they are the ones who are doing the kow-towing
It's some different from when I was a rat! Perhaps a more rugged
rat committee would help matters."
Paul Ney, K. A. House: "Beautiful but dumb!"
Barbara Connor, Gamma Phi Beta House: "The girls are of two
kinds—naive and sophisticated. The boys are inclined to be smart
alecs. On the whole they will pass with a push—but we will have
to do the pushing.
Bill Whalen, K. A. House: "Every year the freshman class has
been getting more distant and sophisticated. I always believed that
a freshman class should t r y and show what they are rather than
retire in a false shell of boredom and dissatisfaction."

Student Association
To
Hold Meeting In Theatre

OFFERED BY RAE8
English Folk Dances Brought
Here by Leading Teacher

Mrs. John Rae, among the first
eight founders of English Folk
ce camps in America, has been
added to the Rollins teaching staff.
The Old English dances, which
Helen Rae teaches, are now sweeping the country. Not only are they
taught and enjoyed in many schools
and colleges, but are enjoyed by
thousands of all ages.
These old English folk dances
were rediscovered about a century
ago by Cecil Sharpe, the well
known English musician, and have
been enthusiastically received in
England.
The Folk dances at the English
Village at the Chicago World's
Fair, most of them from the school
of Orgonic Education, Fairhape,
Alabama, attracted the attention
of every one and helped in advertising and spreading this new-old
form of fun.
Helen Rae, long a member of the
English Folk Dance Society, has
studied with many of the best
English teachers and has received
her certificate from Charles Rahod.
She is well-known throughout
the state of Connecticut for her
phenomenally large and successful
class, held during the summer at
North Stanington. Hele Rae and
her team demonstrated at the Connecticut Tencentenary Celebration
last summer.
Quoted from Town and Country
Review, London, England: "Helen
Rae was one of the first Americans to take up English folk dancing. She is now one of the best
known teachers in the United
States and has helped greatly in
popularizing English dancing in
that Country."
About eleven students are registered for the classes on Mondays
,d Wednesdays from five to six.
Classes are open to both men an;
omen students.
An assembly program is plannec
comprised of students and faculty
This may be presented on PresiACP—It's impossible to get a dent Holt's return at a special
college degree in Italy now with- program in the Annie Russel Theatre.
out proficiency in military

Meeting of the Student Association for the purpose of electing Upper and Lower Division
officers and Student Representatives to Publications Union.
Annie Russell Theatre Friday
October l l t h at 10:10.

Mila Gibbons Will
Teach New German
Dancing at Rollins
Wigraan dancing, the modern
German dance, Is being taught at
Rollins this year by Mila Gibbons.
This modern type of dancing is
neither natural nor interpretative,
but is said to have sprung from
the primitive, and to be a return
to the pure classical.
Some people say that it sprang
from the classical and is a return
to the primitive. Much has been
said on both sides but the best
way to judge is to dance it or to
watch others dance. Only thus can
Wingman dancing be appreciated.
One feels this at Rollins. Alady a group of Rollins girls are
interested in this dance, and many
e want to see it presented.
iss Gibbons was born in Paris,
but lived in America for eight
years as a little girl. She arr
in this country for the second time
just three months ago. Miss Gibbons studied classic dancing with
Leo Staats and Veltchak. She
studied the modern German dance
with Rudolf von Laban, "father of
the modern German dance" who
now "maitre au ballet" ballet
moderne) at the Berlin opera.
Miss Gibbons herself is an exdancer of the ballet Loie Fuller.
She has been teaching and dancing
only abroad up to this time.

lypewnier Headquarters
Sales and Service

New Portables, $39.50 to $60.00
All Makes Used Typewriters

Davis Office Supply
19 E. Pine St. Orlando
Phone 4822

SANITARY
MEAT MARKET
Quality -:- Service

WATCH

& JEWELRY

KUPPENHEIMER
NEW FALL SAnso
SUITS
Mezzanine Floor

The
promises
one this
number

Dramatic
Department
to be a busy and popular
year if plans and the
of students registered

The plans are now in a tentative state because of the absence
of Miss Russell. She has been
made Professor of Theatre Arts
and has two new positions awaiting her at Rollins, professor of a
new seminar and director of the
Student Company. All projects
must have her approval before
work can be started.
The Student Company under
Miss Russell will give a course of
four plays this year. Those in
consideration are: "Broadway,"
"The Late Christopher Bean,"
"Double Door," "Loyalties," "You
Never Can Tell". It is doubtful
that any of Shakespeare will be
given. The first of this course
will be about December sixth.
The laboratory division also has
a full program. There will be a
one act assembly play each term.
{Any suggestions as to good ones
will be greatly appreciated.) The
first of these will be the first date
on the entire dramatic program.
The full length plays will comence with Wilde's "Importance
Being Earnest" on November 2.
The Laboratory theatre has been
greatly improved by raising the
stage roof.
The fourteen foot
scenery of the Annie Russell
Theatre will now fit the Recreation Hall stage.
)me changes in the faculty
Mr. Allen, promotion to assistant director and Miss Butler's
taking the place of Miss Ewing,
who has gone back to Vassar for
i year. She had been planning to
tudy for her Master's Degree
when she received the opportunty to head Vassar's Dramatic Department. The former head. Miss
Flanigan, is working with the
National Theatre Prioject.
A rather drastic set back ocrred at graduation last year
when Rollins lost Richard Shattuck, Elfreda Winant, Eleanor
White, Theodore Erlich, Nancy
Cushman, and Robert Warfield, all
prominent actors. However, with
several talented students left and
with many promising freshmen,
those vacancies will be filled.

spoil their plans for the 193G election. They had realized at last that
in spite of his flamboyance and love of the spotlight, he wa.s a lot
smarter than they had thought. They further realized he was one
of the shrewdest and most dongerous demagogues of our times (excepting Roosevelt). This book is the sort of pipedream every adolescent radical longs to put into effect if given half a chance. Huey
had one advantage over young radicals—he had been an adolescent
many more years than they, from about the time he was fifteen, we
should say.
In the beginning of the book,
the attitude Huey has when he
Huey, after his election as Presiwrites about the surrender of
dent, tells the newspaper men he
Wall Street to his Share-thewants no "yes men" about him.
Wealth Program. He obviously
Yet one encounters continually,
relishes their acquie-sence to his
"Yes Mr. President," "I agree
demands. The Kingfi.sh let himthoroughly," and similar expresself go when he wrote this chapsions of docile agreement.
ter. And so on throughout the
Huey's cabinet consists of such book. Long's sanity and egotism
famous personages as Hoover, are apparent in his testament in
Roosevelt, Owen D. Young, Al poor prose on stilts, of his ideas
Smith, Bill Borah, and General for the betterment of the country
Butler. Somehow I cannot be- and incidentally, Huey.
lieve such a group of "rugged inSeveral factors which cause the
dividuals" could cooperate and get argument to fail become self-evialong as well together as these dent. We cannot see all the men
seem to do. The point is Huey h« would gather about him work
has in the book a set of wise pup- together, let alone with him. The
pets with big names pinned on changes proposed, we do not bethem who speak as he wants them lieve, can be done by law in the
to. The only one true to life is space of a few years. Besides
Roosevelt when he tells Huey he humanity is still too self-centered
thinks it would be a come-down and greedy to make success anyfor him to accept the position of thing but temporary. Humanity
Secretary of Navy.
still has a long way to go.
Huey says he will kick out all
Personally we will picture Huey
of the bureaus in Washington. Long as the buffoon in a short
But as far as we could see, he pro- toga who enjoyed his act which
posed to replace them with just consisted of making faces at the
as many and just as useless. To Greek audience.
give an idea of what he wanted
to do we will illustrate with two
Kissing a girl who doesn't strugof his projects. Huey proposed gle is like scratching a place that
to spend two billion a year for doesn't itch.
five years on irrigation control,
flood control, dust storm control,
in fact anything but control of expenditures. Why, in a few years
there would have been nothing
but Huey Long dams, rivers and
ditches. The other example was
his idea of sending everybody to
college at Federal expense thus
making us a nation of A. B's. One
good thing about it. Universities
would get their ringers free.
Little boys often have gloating
day dreams as to what they would
do if they had all their teachers
under their thumb. That is just
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By a Staff Member
The chief value of this book lies in its portrayal of Huey Long's

Four Major Plays Expected character. For this is the picture of the mind of the man who gave
To Be Produced
the boys in Washington the jitters because they were afraid he might
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War and The United States
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WHAT IS THIS STRANGE SYMBOL?

U. S. Youth Rebels
At Being Involved
In European War

Now that the conflict shadowing world
affairs for the past months has broken out.
America is concerned only with the probWe, the young people of today,
lem of remaining neutral.
Internationalare faced with a world preparing
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 W I T H T H E FOLLOWING
ism and the United States met last spring
for war. Italy is rapidly forcing
EDITORIAL
when Congress rejected a motion to enter
the issue in Ethiopa; Great Britain
Unassuming yet mighty, shar-p and fointed, wellthe World Court. Now America, glad that
is rushing her navy to the Medirounded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
that motion was turned down, considers the
terranean, the United States is
as gritty and energetic as its name imflies, vicsteadily increasing its military exLeague, or the Court, about as valuable as
torious in single corn-bat and therejore without a
penditures and following policies
the paper upon which their covenants are
which threaten to plung us into
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in cirwritten.
The vital question now is not
the melee. The League is a peace
culation: all these will be jound ufon investigation
world peace, but the United States' staying
organization in name but is powto be among the extraordinary qualities oj the
out of the war.
erless to avert war unless Italy
SANDSPUR.
Feeling in this country and abroad is
retracts and Italy will not restrong against Italy's recent action. With
tract as long as there is a possible
the Mediterranean filled with the fleets of
chance to gain land and resour1935
Member
1936
both Italy and England, an accident, even of
ces. War in Europe seems inevitable.
minor proportions, might set off the spark
Rssocided Golle6ide Press
to a war which would make the years 1914Distributor of
The United States must not be
1918 seem meager in comparison. At the
drawn into the mess. The young
present time Italy and Ethiopia have been
men of America are too valuable
to waste in a squabble between
in actual conflict only a short time. Already
Member: Winter Park Chamber of Commerce;
selfish nations in Europe; AmeriFlorida Intercollegiate Press Association.
the nations of central Europe are in most
can resources are too valuable to
precarious positions. The chances of conblow up in gun powder.
Publication Office: Fairbanks Ave
fining the war to a struggle between Italy
We feel the need for construcat Interlachen
and Ethiopia alone seem slim.
tive and dramatic demonstration
T E L E P H O N E 187
What steps the United States should take
against the rising war tendencies
can not be ascertained in a moment's considof our nation.
We must bear
National Ade
Representative:
eration of the matter. One thing is certam,
down strongly on peace education.
S'ATION A L
•JG SERVICE, INC.
420 Madison Av(
York City
however: a "laissez faire" or "hands off"
We must demonstrate our deter400 North Miehij
attitude will not suffice. President Roo^^
mination not to be cannon-fodder
for future wars.
velt's "good neighbor" idea does not answti
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the
the question. The suggested embargo ot
United States $1.50 a term (12 weeks), §2.50 for
(From Northeast Missourian, N.
two terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
munitions to the belligerents will not be
Mo. State Teachers College.)
enough. It is extremely doubtful that an
. November 24, 1925, embargo of rams and all raw products used
ACP—Some 9,100 miles will be
of March 3, 1879.
vered by Colgate's football team
for the manufacture of munitions will guarthis season. Colgate now wears
antee this country of safety. If American
iiantle of Notre Dame, in
goods are not shipped directly to the warEDITORIAL STAFF
Knute Rockne's time, top mararing nations, it is likely that they will be
Editor
REGINALD T. CLOUGH
gridsters.
shipped to neutrals and from there to either
Associate Editor
JEAN PARKER
Italy or Ethiopia. It is vital to the United
Managing Editor
ROBERT VAN BEYNUM
Goldsmith
may
try
for
another
what
they think of the place now
States that any practice of this nature be
News Editor
MARLEN ELDREDGE
altitude record this year.
that they are here, but we'll never
prohibited, regardless of the steps necessary
Sports Editor
ARTHUR DEAR, JR.
Friday night at Chris's was the know. Most of them don't know
Feature Editor
RICHARD H. LEE to effect that prohibition.
scene of a personality battle ^ themselves.
It's enough t h a t
Society Editor
LEAH JEANNE BARTLETT
These problems should not be regarded
with a freshman as the prize. they're here.
Exchange Editor
BETTY TREVOR
as unimportant.
They may change the
Stoddard and Bothe fought to a
The Freshman inspection was as
ByR .H.LEE
finish with Stoddard holding all usual a solemn affair. One of the
whole course of the history of the next cenPaul Twatchman, Robert MacArthur, Malcolm Whitethe cards and taking unfair ad- boys wore sports clothes which adtury. If war should break out in large prolaw, Jane Sensenbrenner, Seymour Ballard, Mary
We are busy on a play. The first act is called "God's Little Acre", vantage of his weight. This was ded little to the dignity of the ocFlaherty. Betty Davis, Helen Brown, Virginia Jaekel.
portions, not only the men in the front lines
the second, "Holt's Little College", the third, "Love's Little Arrow",
would see the horror of it. Every man, wo- and the title for the entire work is "Marriage in Cloverleaf." It's a merely a preliminary. The main casion, and Dusty Fennell tried to
REPORTERS
go will begin any day now and put one over on the old fellow by
Howard Showalter, Emily Showalter, Carl Howland,
man and child in this country and abroad Freshman marriage through and through and it all goes to show
James Holden, Grace Hiteshew. Louise MacPherson.
will be a free for all with some carrying a dictionary instead of a
Edith Stephan, Barbara Conner, Laura Lou Lincoln,
would be a personal witness to the greatest that even if Rollins is only a small college it has all marriage marts, fighting for the prize, but most
Bible. - He claims he., knows . the
Henry Stryker, Socrates Chakales. Marjorie White,
downfall of man the world has ever known. regardless of size, backed off the map. The Lonely Hearts Club has fighting for the sheer joy of it.
Jack' MacGaffin. Jack Brabant, Jack Giitman, Isabelle
Bible by heart and he really doesRogers. John Bullock.
It is up to the American people, young and written in asking that Rollins be forced to join the guild and pay"
This is far from being a social n't need to carry one. But it'll
old, to become concerned over these mat- dues. They cited such famous instances as the Williams-Nevins case, column, but the two informal take a lot of convincing to make
BUSINESS STAFF
ters. Only twenty years ago the United the Horne-Parmley case, the Bailey case, the six unfinished Spence dances that have already been us believe that. We remember one
Business Manager
BONAR COLLINSON
States was taught a lesson it should never cases and others. Mr. Brown replied that in as much as Rollins was given deserve notice. The KA af- inspection when the boys were reAdvertising Commissioner .... WILLIAM WHALEN
forget.
Let us not have to learn it all a non-profit making organization, dues were out of the question, fair with soft (very soft) music, quested to wear tuxedos. After
but that if the Guild would pay $1,360 to Rollins anything could be
Assistant
DICK ALTER
the inspection was over everyone
over again.
arranged. NET RESULT: The Guild has two football players and moonlight, and Ben Rowe's dance- was marched down to a local
Circulation Manager
ROBERT STANLEY
several
$100 on the way and we expect to see a certificate of membership on floor rather befuddled
church lor the service. 'I'ommy
freshmen
who
were
unable
to
spot
the walls of Carnegie any day now.
their last minute dates on th* Thompson and Jim Gowdy were
Life here is beginning
editorials in these columns
floor. The moonlight was flatter the only ones who complied with
Last week in the EOLLINS SANDSPUR back into its usual rut. The during the year... iireshmen are ng, but it reduced most of the regulations and those tuxedos
the ofinion oj the fublication; any other articles
•college glamor of the op- running around, flattered, excited, girls to a common level and made sure did add tone to the house of
we
presented
two
features
which
will
be
are indicative only oj ihe sentiments of the authors.
continued throughout the year. They are ening week is gone and the stu- bewildered, and on the crest of a
face look so like another that God.
They will be frinted unsigned, but to be accefted,
"Footnotes" by Richard H. Lee and "Yester- dents are once more occupied with fast flowing wave, and when the Pete Potter's date refused to rec
the identity oj the writer must be known to the
travel between classes and Har- wave breaks a good many of them ognize her even when., she., wai THIS AND THAT
day in the ROLLINS SANDSPUR," articles
editor.
classes and John's, and are going to slip back in its trough pointed out to him. Dusty Fen
taken from our files and compiled by a memThe Chi Omega's are being
of the more ambitious have with nothing but a few memories; nell spent the better part of the
ber of the reportorial staff. Miss Perry Oldtried taking the long trek some will hit bottom and hit it evening looking for an upperclass watched over by a careful eye
ham.
between classes and Chris's. Not- hard, and the few who carry the date whose feet gave out on her this year, but the Witching Hour
We call attention to these new additions ing the success of Harper's back beach are apt to find it far dif- very early and necessitated hea- is still on the approved list . . .
curb service for shy seniors, ferent from what they expected, remaining in the infirmary the Daytona, or rather, Coronado is to
to the pages of this publication along with
be chaperoned . . . Beanery diets
others which are appearing for the first John has instaled a tunnel that but their ride will be over. Wo- rest of the night. We didn't get to
were all made out in January . . .
the greater part of the city men come first, but the men get the PM Delt dance until lat.
time in this issue. One is "The Inquiring
of
Winter
Park
and
winds
up
for
their
share.
At
first
those
the
evening,
but
when
WP
Hid
Reporter," a column of pertinent questions
within hailing distance of Norris's. who make the most noise are
and answers by representative students on
it did little good because the
The average college professor,
should prove a great boon to
various matters which are of interest to our rushing sororities with freshmen bound to be noticed over the rest, floor was too crowded and there we suppose, would think of his
but they get inspected closer, too, was one stag too many for us to slim purse and remark "Times
readers. Other features may be added after hours.
Each year at this time the problem of
and sometimes such notice
have a good time.
have not changed," after reading
throughout the year, but from our present
We went into Cloverleaf the tal. Every year some of those
sorority and fraternity rushing presents
We have been getting to know that:
plans, those published with this issue will other night with our old friend,
who get the biggest rush take the the freshman class better, thanks
itself and is quietly passed over with few
The "pedagogue" was originalbe included each week.
Warren Goldsmith. We didn't go biggest drop. A fraternity oi to our more enterprising friends, ly a slave.
words. There are some points about rushLast spring we stated that one of our for a date. We only went to see sorority is important in any col
ing, as conducted at Rollins, which are
and the better we know it the
He was a slave in the Athenian
principal policies would be the printing of if Warren's line had grown rusty lege. But for most people any better we like it. From Troy, N.
household, where he looked after
good, but there are many evils connected
student opinion letters on any subject. The during the summer months,
fraternity would do. It's after the Y., to Pompano, Fla.,.. and., from the safety of the master's sons.
with the practice as well.
rushing is all over that the mold St. Paul, and points west, to the Under the Roman empire, he beletters will be published anonymously, our it was working better than e-\
begins to set. If you go with
only requirement being that one member of He elbowed his way through
On the one side is the fact that new stuAtlantic the very best have been came the instructor of the boy
the editorial staff must know the answer. crowd of wistful freshmen and group you tend to become like gathered together, and we owe a slaves in the households of the
dents rapidly become acquainted with upIn repeating this call we solicit your sup- two minutes later had a date with them, and if you rebel then the vote of thanks to whomever was nobles. Those slaves were known
perclassmen. When the preliminaries are
one Miss Levine. As he left he result is far from desirable.
responsible. It would be well worth I
— from
port and interest. One of the best columns
completed in a month or so, both new and
said he was going down to
belit
of any newspaper is the column representing lake to watch someone d
old undergraduates have a chance to settle
All the way across Lake Vir- knowing the various reasons why which term it
everyone who is here came and word "page
derived.
the opinion of the public."
down to accomplish those things which
ginia
the
orange
furniture
on
the
through fire. Luckily no one
porch of the Theta Kappa Nu
Readers are welcome to voice opinions to burned, not even Miss Levine,
brought them to college. When freshmen
house stands out like a misplaced
this newspaper. All letters will be printed
are finally pledged and the fronts wear off
There are many ways of lightif they are publishable. The staff of the ening the financial burden of col- sunset. Bond in his generous way
both groups, the strain of being at one's
SANDSPUR would appreciate knowing what lege. Some wait table, some play donated the whole business, glider
best is likewise alleviated.
One has a
and all, and Miss White is going
its readers feel about its new features and football, some study, and some
chance to settle down to his work or play
to have trouble getting the boys
about other subjects which are important play slot machines. Donald Aish- to go upstairs to bed at all. After
after only a month of diversion.
ton who has a telephone pole in
In the Rollins
Sandspur
and timely.
the comfortable double decker
On the other hand, however, lie the prinOrlando as a memorial was one
beds that the college supplies,
cipal and more serious difficulties. It is
Glenn Frank, president of the University of the latter. As a slot machine those chairs seem unreal. Be- Ten Years Ago
Five
Years
Ago
utterly impossible for an entering student
player he was in a class by himof Wisconsin, wrote recently in the Daily
tween the beds and Beanery food
Recruits are needed
The first meeting of the Stuelf during his stay at Rollins.
to make up, his mind after only a week's acCardinal, Wisconsin student newspaper: At Harpers, at Dubsdread, even as this year we're willing to bet that
chapel orchestra—any instrument dent Council was held in the
quaintance. There is nothing more unfor"When the university authorities maintain far north as Sanlando he was Rollins casualties will be equal to
from a jews-harp to a brass horn, Dean's office, and the first subject
tunate in college than a broken pledge, or
those
of
the
Italian
army
in
a censorship ot a student newspaper, it
Dwn as jack pot breaker. Now,
orchestra is making a splen- brought up was the formation of
the regret of having become affiliated with
Ethiopia. In proportion, we mean.
ceases to be a student newspaper and bea Student Publications Union.
the person of Ted Reed, a rival
the wrong group. No organization, regardA thousand a day die in Africa did showing and is one of the
comes an administration newspaper. In
Treasurer Brown presented the
Aishton's crown looms over the
from hardship; Rollins should lose
less of pretense, can, as a whole body, be
attractions that the chapel constitution for approval, and it
which case why not publish an official paper counter of Norris's. Of course
ne a week. Those that holds. The pay is one dollar an
satisfied with all of its members, and, vice
was unanimously adopted.
and be done with it? I hope the Daily Car- Reed is playing a game that was football or the beds don't get will
versa, not all members are satisfied with
hour and includes a reserved seat
dered effeminate in Aishton's
Cloverleaf has been a little
dinal will always be a student newspaper,
go down before pork, ham and the
their organization. Expecting students to
1 the platform.
cramped for entertainment lately.
proving that it appreciates its unhampered day. Rolling a ball up a board inweather dishes that the
definitely make up their minds after two
olved no risk and was beyond the
There have been some wonderful l!f anybody has any suggestions
freedom, by mastering the art and amenities
J hatches out of its air
lale so to speak, but Reed's skill
resolutions passed this year, es- for the amusement of poor freshweeks of concentrated rushing is neither
of a clean, courageous, and critical journal- 3 phenomenal, and allowing for conditioned nest.
pecially among the girls. Two of man darlings stranded without
fair to the fraternity nor to the rushee.
ism."
the changes that game has underJoe Cannon dropped in on us them have sworn off men and in- dates, we would appreciate it.
College rushing at Rollins is an evil, gengone in the passage of time we several days ago bringing with tend to spend their time in soli- We'd be delighted to have some
The world's highest paid editorial writer, think that a match between Aish- him that intrepid airman, Charlie tude, studying Greek and all that upperclassmen drop in to talk
erally speaking.
The college fraternity
Arthur Brisbane, last week made the fol- ton and Reed would be a classic. Lontz. Joe's stunting in the air stuff.
system, as existing here, is not an evil. Fravi'ith us and console us.
lowing immature inconsistency: "Anthony But it must remain a dream like and at various places on the
A casual observer walking
ternities would be strengthened considerThe first meeting of the WoEden, British minister, had insults shouted Dempsey-Louis fight or a Tilden- ground were a feature of last across the football field saw a men's Athletic Association was
ably and new members would be more satat him when he arrived at the Paris rail- Perry match, for time defeats even year's college life. He isn't com- whole gang of Freshies, super- held in the chapel. These twoisfied if rushing were not concentrated into
ing back to college, but Frank vised by several Sophs, industri- hour classes may be all right in
road station Thursday.
Young men of the greatest.
the freshman's first two weeks. A happier
Rushing is with us again. The Miller is back to have another try ously picking sandspur
some ways, but after sitting six
France and other nations close to the big
situation would exist on all sides if the open
girls get it first. There will be at the chapel tower. Wilson Mills being painful to fall on, they CE
hours, more or less, all day, evwar
know
from
uncles,
fathers,
older
brothseason were extended to three or four
is barnstorming in St. Cloud and infection and thus perhaps
ery girl ought to get out and do
ers what war means, and they want none of less schoolwork and more worrymonths. This matter is worth thinking
ing done in Sororities for the next putting wings on anyone who loss of some of our men, and
some exercise, not alone for
it."
about.
two weeks than at any other time wants to rent his ship, Warren can't afford that.
health—consider your looks.
Published Weekly by Undergraduate
of Rollins.
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I3ig Headache Faces Nation's Gridiron Coaches: Problem of Finding Defense
for Lateral Pass, to Be Used Widely This Season
BY PHILIP MAKTiN

*/

^

the Gordlan k n o t
U'NTYINGsimple
chore compared

Powell and Miller Star for Tars as Whole New
Tries Out, Dennis, Turk and Vaughn
Best of
Yearlings

with the problem facing grid
mentors this year: that of finding an adequate defense for tbe
much-discussed lateral pasa.
Until recently the weapon was
nothing more than a constant
threat to keep the enemy from
breaking away from the standard seven-man line defense.
But tactical changes, whlcb
now make passing on any dowu
from anywhere In the field a
strategical maneuver Instead of
a risk, have transformed football
into a wide-open contest somewhat resembling English rugby,
and hava placed the lateral
heave on a par with other of-

Varsity to Meet Baby
Tars in Game
Saturday

COMIC SWIM MEET
SCHEDULED WED.
Yearlings to Perform at Lake
Next Week
The Freshmen will hold a comedy swimming meet, at the waterfront on Wednesday afternoon,
October 16th under the direction of
Fleet Peeples. The program will
consist of six contests; a pajama
race, a spoon race, a cracker race,
a dog-biting race, a free style dash
and a "phony diving" affair to be
topped by a real exhibition of diving, given by the swimming team.
Awards will be made to the winners in all the Freshmen events.
In the pajama race, the contestants line up on the dock, wearing
only their swimming suits, dive
in the water at the given signal in
order to become thoroughly wet,
then climb back on the dock to don
their pajamas. The next step is to
jump in, thus attired, and swim 50
feet. The first one over the line
is the winner, if he has the pajamas on.
The spoon race is run in the following manner: the entrees are
given a spoon, the handle of which
they put into their mouths. The
cup part of the spoon holds a pingpong ball. The swimmer must
keep it there without the use of
his hands while he swims fifty
feet. If the ball fals out, he must
retrieve it before continuing.
The Cracker race is the easiest.
All those entered are given crackers and at the signal begin to eat
them. When they have eaten and
whistled, they are permitted to
dive in and swim to the finish line.
For those who need more inducement than a cracker, the dog-

There will be a practice football game between the Varsity
and Freshman teams on Harper Shephard Field at 3:30 this
Saturday afternoon, the Athletic Department announced on
Monday.
All undergraduates and followers of the Tars will be welcomed as spectators.
Andy Kerr, Inset* Colgate mentor. Is one of Che nation's outstanding advocates of the much-discnssed InteraJ pass, demonstrated above.
the
of basketball, Fran
SPEAKING
cis Schmidt, outstanding exponent of aerial combat on the
gridiron. Is said to hav( taken
his Ohio State lads on t
ketball court last wintt
w i t h a football, thoi oughly
schooled them in the
manner of passing. This
a tip-off on what Buckey
sition may expect this ye
Perhaps the foremost
cate of the lateral pass i

Kerr, whose Colgate boys were
some pumpkins last year.
On the other hand, Jock Sutherland ot Pitt and Charlie Bachman of Michigan State, firmly
oppose lateralism aa an offensive
measure. Sutherland, f o r Instance, bemoans the fact that excellent defensive work now can
be nullified by the mere flip of
But, whatever your views, it
nust be admitted the lateral fnrlishes a live topic in grid circles
vhen the conversation begins to

NEWS AND VIEWS
OF SPORTS

Free-Boarding,
Diving, Swimming
At Water Exhibit
A swimming and diving exhibition by students, under the directtion of Fleet Peeples, was given
Lake Virginia the night of OC'
tober 3rd.
le program was opened by
Tommy Costello, who gave an
aquaplaning and free-boarding performance with Grace Terry as assistant. Folowing this were featured Lew Wallace in the breast
stroke, Carl Goeller backstroke,
and John Turner in the crawl.
The evening ended with spectacular dives into gasoline flames
by John Nichols, captain of the
Rollins swimming team and midAtlantic diving champion, and
Jimmy Bowen, high school state
champion from Winter Park. Tbe
fire and roving searchlights made
the scene even more impressive.
Jack Makemson appeared as a
diver with a gift for hilarious
comedy and repartee.
(Free-boarding is similar to
aquaplaning except that the rider
holds the tow line in his hands
guiding the board with his feet
alone. It is more difficult than
aquaplaning.—Ed.)

The S. I. A. A. put another wrench in the wheels of Coach MacDowall's machine by applying the five year rule to quarterback Soc
Chakales. With a large but green squad, Chakales was a king pin
in MacDowall's plans for the coming season. Those of us who have
followed the Tars for the past two years will realize how keenly
his loss will be felt.
There seems to be much dissention among the campus dopesters
result, this year's gridsters may
as to the prospects for the combe counted upon to show the fight
ing season and little can be said
and aggressiveness that has been
authoritatively until after Octocharacteristic
of
MacDowallber 18 and the Newberry game. If
coached teams.
the Tars can weather the first enHank Lauterbach, Rollins numcounter, a sucessful season may
ber one racquet swinger, is back
be safely predicted. Whatever the
from a summer of successful tennis competition. Besides being on
Meetingof
biting contest is held. Those com- the winning side in several doubles Organization
peting swim 50 feet to where hot tournaments, he was the winner of
Sail Boat
Enthusiasts
dogs are hanging six or seven the Connecticut State Open ChamConnecticut has
its
inches above the water. The first pionship.
There will be an organization
one to finish nibbling his frank- share of top notch players and his meeting for all those interested
furter and swim back will be de- victory is proof of real ability on in sail-boating. Moth Class
the
court.
clared winner. For this event,
(eleven foot), in the Chemistry
Tommy Costello will be on hand to
While the Tars lost Deming and Lecture room in Knowles Hall
rescue anyone getting a cramp in Edmonds
through
graduation. at 7:30 tonight.
the act of returning to the start- Coach Trowbridge should be able
All those interested, whether
ing line.
to mold a creditable team around or not they own boats, are urgThe main event will be a twenty Lauterbach and Bob Vogel.
ed to attend and all visitors
five yard free style dash.
It is likely that the intramural will be most welcome.
The phoney diving winner will calendar will have an added event
Dwight Fostor will be in
be the person whose dive is the this year by the inclusion of crew. charge of the meeting.
most comical. No member of the If the interest shown in the other
events by the various houses can
swimming team may take part.
After the completion of the be taken as an example, this new
mural rowing should do much to
Freshmen contests members of the competition should be a great
further the prestige of this sport.
varsity swimming team will give
a diving exhibition.
Intrafraternity rowing is as popFleet Peeples is looking forward ular at Cornell as the varsity You'll feel better—look b e t t e r to seeing all Freshmen at the lake events and there is no reason why work better in one of our new
on Wednesday, October 16th. it should not be so here. Crew stripe, or check, English Tab
Without their co-operation the has had a rocky career at Rollins, Collar Shirts.
meet can hardly be a success. Re- but since the arrival of Prof. Bradmember, prizes will be awarded to ley it has steadily increased in imall th
portance and popularity. Intra142 N. Orange Ave., Orlando

played a regular guard position on
The play was spotty and in the
the Tar Varsity Eleven has been early part of the afternoon markappointed line coach for the Blue ed by many fumbles in the backand Gold Gridmen.
field as the team commenced
work under semi-contest condi5. The line, handicapped by
loss of last year's two reguguards, the center, and both
tackles, appeared weakest.
1 the wing positions. Tommy
The fall sports are just getting Powell, veteran iron-man, overunder way and with a new point hadowed every man on the field,
system to be inaugurated together except Miller, by his blocking and
with the fact that there is ar speed in getting down under punts.
unusually large group of new woIn the backfield. Miller was easmen, this year promises to be s ily the star , furnishing several
success from the athletic stand' pseudo-thrills as his broken field
point. It is too early to determine running carried him away for sevhow many new stars will be
eral long gains against the Freshcovered in the various sports, but
there will probably be a fight for
Carmody was a fairly consistant
every varsity in tennis, archery, ground-gainer through the center
basketball, swimming and golf. of the line.
These are the principal competiJerry Kirby, a promising halftive events. Tennis will undoubt- back, was injured during the afedly provide the earliest upsets as ternoon when the cartileges of his
there is a tourney scheduled with- right knee were torn. He will not
in a few weeks.
be able to play the opening game
All new girls are urged to get against Newberry on the eighteenin touch with members of the "R" th but should be back in condition
Club or the coaches if they are in again before the end of the seadoubt about any matter pertaining
to the various sports. Under the
For the Varsity, Winant and
new system it is hoped that every Goodwin split the playing time at
girl will have an interest in every center evenly between them as
sport, either participating or as a each tried to fill the hole left by
spectator. A schedule is posted Kettles' injury.
outside the Physical Ed offices.
Every member of the Varsity
squad played for varying lengths
of time during the afternoon, but
all showed the need of polishing
after only ten days on the field.

New Point System
To Be Inaugurated
In Girls Sports

Frosh Girls Have
Athletic Records
Among the new students that
will be welcome to the Women's
Physical Education Department
are Caroline Crosby, of Topeka,
Kansas, and Bill MaDan, of Lansing, Michigan. Both of these
i come to Rollins with excellent records from the Prep schools.
The Topeka girl is outstanding
basketball and archery, and
as high point winner in the
Field day held at her school last
year, while the Michigan girl is
in outstanding equestrienne. She
las won a large number of ribbons
n recognized Middle West Horse
Shows, riding her own string of
horses.
iroline is a freshman, while
is a transfer from Michigan
State.

$1.65 to $3.85

SHEET MUSIC
Florida Cabin
BLOCKS FROM ROLLIX.S OX M.\IIYI,AND .
- Luncheon — Dinner — Tea
Parties Arranged
Cake and Patisserie on Order
!S MARGARET SHATSWELL, Mffr.

Latest Hits
Musical Instruments, Accessor-

WELCOME STUDENTS!

GAMES

FRESHMAN FOOTBALL STATISTICS
Name—Position
Age wt.
Ruck Baxter, line
20 172
Harold Brady, back
19 170
Don Cetrulo, back
20 150
Frank Daunis, line
22 175
Wesley Dennis, line
19 164
Rick Gillespie, back
20 175
Warren Hume, line
19 188
William Law, back
21 160
Don Mathews, line
20 176
Simpson Penny, line
20 200
Franklin Roberts
18 155
Jack Scanlon, line
19 165
Freeling Smith, back
19 155
Dick Turk, line
20 200
Alton Vaughn, back
22 180
Fred Weiss, line
19 210
William Wilch, line
18 155
Manager, Bill

O'NEAL-BRANCH
C O M P A N Y

SHELL STATION

height
6' 2"
McCamey, Tex.
6' V/2"
Leesburg
5'10>^"
Cleveland
6'
Loomis Prep.
5'11"
Asheville, N. C.
S'lQi^" Asheville, N. C.
6'
Chicago
5' 9"
Pelham, N. Y.
6'
Lakewood
6'
Winter Park
6'
Loomis Prep.
5'11"
Cleveland
5' Syi"
New York City
6' 25^"
Toledo
S'lOyi" McCamey, Tex.
6'
Toledo
5' 8 ^ "
Orlando
Scheu

PHOENIX HOSIERU
W.ESEVT.*

COLLEGE

COLORS

We carry a COMPLETE
LINE of Parker Vacumatic
Pens.
ALSO
Word Guage Conklin Pen
Eversharp Adjustable Pen
School Equipment
Typewriter Sales and Service
Philatelic Supplies

ORLANDO

Phone 3051

A highly speciaHzed Laundry and
Dry Cleaning Service—Don't take
chances with your clothes.

AMERICAN LAUNDRY &
CLEANING CO.
Campus Agent—BILL CARMODY—Phone 39

HAMILTONS
ELGINS
RONSONS
PARKERS
SEE
New and Large Selections

BUICK
CADILLAC
PONTIAC
USED CARS
Convenient Terms Arranged

MUSIC SHOPPE

COLONIAL

Winter Park
Insurance Agency

The plays varied through the
stereotyped repertoire of off tackle and end run and through center with only a few passes and
several kicks. However, the squad
showed promise for later in the
season.
The Freshmen, who have not
been out long enough to have any
plays were on the defensive all afternoon, kicking on the coaches'
orders each time they were able to
recover a fumble.
The Freshman squad, called out
early last week, looks heavier
than last year's, but as yet has
little if any team work. Such a
deficiency so early in the season
is easily understood.
Playing right guard for the
Tarrettes, Dennis showed up very
well on the defensive, over shadowing most of his team-mates.
At left end Frank Daunis caused the Varsity some trouble and
put in a strong bid for a regular
berth on the team, if it is not
yet too soon to speculate on that.
Dick Turk showed up well at right
tackle.
In the backfield, for the Baby
Tars, Alton Vaughn turned in the
most creditable performance.
Concerning the Freshmen, Coach
Rogers was non-committal intimating that it was too early in
the season to comment, but that
unless more candidates come out
he isn't sure what the prospects
can be.
Only seventeen freshn
have
come out so far.

All Students Need
UKES

AFTER FOOTBALL

INSURE IN SURE
INSURANCE

Otis Mote Men's
Wear

SLIDE
BACK

TO THE

Line

Meeting the Freshman squad in the first scrimmage of the
season on Harper-Shephard Field last Saturday, the Rollins
Varsity took the offensive for an hour running straight
CLEVELAND McINNIS
plays and very few passes in the initial contact work of the
Cleves Mclnnis who last year season.

SOCKATLS CIIAKALLS
Soc Chakales who last year piloted the Tar Varsity Eleven as
(Quarterback bas been appointed
backfield coach for the Blue and
Gold Gridmen.

Widespread use In 1934 ol
short passes behind the Une ol
scrim ma fie apparently began a
Dew era in grid warfare.
A study of 1934 scores reveals
the intlueDce of the lateral in the
unprecedented number of upsets
and top-heavy scores entered In
last year's record books.

and coaclies who didn't climb on
the bandwagon were run over.
To counteract the lateral, the
natural move was to spread tbe
defense; but a wide-open defense left the forward wall at
the mercy of off-tackle thrusts
covered by baffling reverses and
dizzy shifts: which. In turn, gave
the impression that more backhand flips were on the way.
A fast-cliarging line, breaking
up the surge of passes befort
they get under way, is thought
by some coaches to be a solution
of the puzzle. This, however,
would leave the secondary on
its own to stave off the opposition forward wall, with no one
to back up the ends if a flanli
play is In order.

Varsity Meets Freshmen
In Practice Scrimmage
On Harper - Shepherd

Grover Morgan
The Students' Jeweler

COMPLETE
SERVICE DEPARTMENT

AT THE

INC.
22 E. Church St., Orlando

COLONIAL STORE

AVALON BEAUTY SALON

WE SOLICIT YOUR
BUSINESS

Orange Buick
Pontiac Co.
330 N. Orange

ANKLET SOCKS
Plain and fancy patterns and
heavy ribbed sport socks.
25e t o 35c

Specializing In All Its Brandies
LUCILLE LUTHER
480 North Orange Ave., Orlando

EULA PLUNK
Phone 7722

Fred M. Floyd
345 E. Parli Ave.

R.C. BAKER, INC.
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Fraternity

Rushing

Rules

(Editor's Note: The following is not the entire text of the InterFraternity Council constitution. Only those parts of the by-laws and
amendments have been reprinted here which are particularly important to freshmen and upperclai
regai'ding fraternity rushing.
pledging, and initiation.)
Article IV. Membership
Section 4, A man who has
Section 1. Only a regularly
matriculated student in g o o d broken a pledge or whose pledge
standing in Rollins College may be has been withdrawn by a fraterneligible to become a candidate for ity may not be pledged to another
initiation into a fraternity. (Spec- fraternity for one calendar year
ial students may be pledged but following date of withdrawal.
Article VI.
not initiated.)
Section 1. Formal rush week
Section 2. No man may be initiated into a fraternity unless he shall begin on the third Monday
has the scholastic approval of the following matriculation day and
adtn ini strati on of the
college. shall close at midnight on the day
Each fraternity shall deliver in the last fraternity shall have had
writing to every other fraternity its formal rush day, these formal
on the campus and to the office rush days following in successive
of tbe Dean of Men, a list of in- order.
itiates within twenty-four hours
Section 2. Each fraternity shall
after initiation.
Infraction of have one exclusive evening of
this rule may be dealt with by the formal rushing, beginning with
administration of the college and Theta Kappa Nu Fraternity
the chapter of the fraternity en- the year of 1931 and thereafter
dangered.
the order of founding. For example in 1932 Theta Kappa
Article V.
Section 1. A member of a fra- shall have the last day and Kappa
ternity in Rollins College, or one Alpha the first day.
Section 3. No formal rush party
who has been a member, may not
become a member of any other fra- shall begin before 5 p. m. nor end
ternity on this campus, honorary later than 12 midnight.
Article VII.
and professional fraternities being
Section 1. From the day school
excepted.
Section 2. Names of all pledges officially closes in June until
shall be delivered by each fratern- pledge day the following school
ity to the secretary of the Inter- year there shall be no invitation
Fraternity Council within twenty- to membership or pledging by
four hours after aflFiliation with any member, pledge, alumnus, or
the fraternity, with a duplicate list through any other channel. In
to the Dean of Men of the col- case of infringement of this nale
lege. The list shall be read to that pledge shall be broken for
the council at the first meeting that fraternity for that school
year.
following the notification.
Section 2. Following the pledge
Section 3. Broken pledges shall
be reported in writing to all other day there shall be a period of 48
fraternities and to the office of the hours in which no rushing or
Dean of Men of the college with- bidding shall be permitted by
or
in twenty-four hours after the de- members, pledges, alumni,
cision has been reached. Reasons through any other channel, after
for broken pledges shall be given which there shall be open rushing
by the presiding officer of the fra- and bidding for the remainder of
that school year,
ternity upon request.
i
Article VIII.
i Section 1. Bulletins announcing
j the rushing rules of the council
Radios
are to be read in each fraternity
at their first yearly meeting.
Extension Cords
These bulletins are to be posted in
Lamps of All Kinds
a conspicuous place in each fraternity, dormitory, Carnegie Hall
Irons
and in one issue of the Sandspur
" iring the rushing season. A
'•^legate of the Council is to be
..ipointed at the close of each year
read and explain the rushing
;les to all freshmen sometime
: iring freshman week.
Article IX
Section 1. Pledge day shall fall

R. C. A. Radio, $19.95

The new members of the Rollins
faculty and staff were honored at
a tea given for them the afternoon of October 2, at Mayflower
and Pugsley Dormitories.
The parlors were made most
colorful with large vases of flowers which were effectively placed.
Punch and cakes were served to
the guests by students from the
dormitories.
Mrs. Enright and Miss Buehl
were the hostesses.
on the day following the last formal rush party. At 10 a. m.,
pledge day, each fraternity shall
deliver all bids to membership at
a place designated by the council.
These bids shall be standard size
and uniform unsealed envelopes
accompanied by a separate list of
all men bid to be checked by the
Dean of Men of the college.
Section 2. All bids received at
this time shall be assorted and
delivered to the respective candidates by the dean of men at 11
Section 3. All rushees on the
bid list shall be in Chase or Rollins Hall from 11 a. m., until 12
noon at which time they shall immediately go to the fraternity of
their choice.
Section 4. No fraternity man
shall communicate in any form, or
approach any non-fraternity man
hy means of any agency from
midnight of the last formal rush
day until 12 noon pledge day.
Section 5. All fraternity men
shall be in their respective houses
at 10:45 a. m. pledge day to receive prospective candidates. Fraternity men shall only be in company with candidates who have
signified acceptance to bids.
ACP—A criminology class at
Syracuse University (N. Y.) has
discovered that morons ean dance
well, if not better, than most
people of normal mentality. They
e gifted with an abnormally deloped sense of rhythm, the students declare.
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Tea Honors Rollins
College's New Staff

Rho Lambda Nu Has
Meeting with Sigma
Nu State Inspector
On Thursday evening, October
3, Rho Lambda Nu had the honor
and pleasure of entertaining Mr.
R. W. Blacklock, who is the Sigma Nu inspector for Florida, at
an informal meeting at the house
to discuss the relationships of
Sigma Nu and Rho Lambda Nu.
Later in the evening Mr. Buck
Alleman, Orlando broker, who is
to be complimented on his work in
organizing the Sigma Nu alumni
in Orlando, arrived to join in the
discussion. The gathering seemed
to verify the note of optimism
struck by the favorable proceedings which occured during the
summer months at the recent
Sigma Nu convention held
Virginia.

First K. A. Dance of
Year Held Last Week
The members of the Kappa Alpha fraternity entertained at a
house dance last Thursday night
for representatives from each fraternity on the campus and the
freshman class.
Guests danced on the outdoor
dance floor behind the chapter
house and punch was served
throughout the evening.
Mrs.
Coe, the new K. A. house mother,
chaperoned.
Formerly, Thursday night dances were a weekly occurrence at the
K. A. House and the custom will
probably continue this year.
New Wilmington, Pa.— ACP —
Westminster College freshmen put
all they knew about the Bible on
paper recently, and here are some
of the answers:
"The Epistles were the wives of
the Apostles."
"Revolutions is the last chapter
in the Bible."
"Lazarus is a city in Palestine."

Rushing Parties and Open
Houses are Events of Week
Rollins has gone social again and the big rush is on! The freshmen are all dressed up in their new clothes and the upper-?lasssmen in
their old and dates are flying fast and furious,
es?) were decorative as well as
useful at making everyone feel at house—The Florida Cabin—which
home.
is just two blocks off the campus
Johnny ("Bones") Bills, honor"Shortie" has sold out his interest
able chief of the K. A. tribe has
finally arrived—but far too late to the place fairly oozes with atmoshelp his boys get started—for they phere. We hear—not officially
made a beautiful start last Thurs- but hopefully that they intend re
day night. The out-door dance peating said evening very soon.
floor and the fountain are nothing
Alpha Phi is planning for a ban.
less than a work of art—and combined with soft lights and music quet October 10, to celebrate tht
in the cafe down town and has sixty-third anniversary of it;
gone out to Harper's new restau- founding at Syracuse University
rant. There seems to be a new Alumni and the chapter members
deal in prices—but fortunately the plan to make this a big event in
same is true of his menu also—so this months calendar (isn't it nice
that they founded their organiza
there's no cause for complaint.
tion on a "silence day" so all the
Aside from the dinner dates, members can attend—thoughtful
the "dope dates" rank highest, our founders).
only trouble being that everyone
Caroline Veeder of Winnetka,
will soon be dope fiends if something isn't done to stop it soon. Illinois, arrives Tuesday to be a
Oh well, only ten days or so more guest at the Alpha Phi house for
ten days.
rushing.
Word has just been received
The Phi Delt's started the year that Elfreda Winant's (Rollins
off right by showing everyone '35) sister, Cynthia, has pledged
been lived in—(coming from chap- Alpha Phi at the University of
ter houses ourselves we wonder if Wisconsin. We wonder why she
it really stays as immaculate as it didn't join brother Danny down
proved to be the other night.) The here at our worthy college.
house did look awfully nice though
Inter-mural (or is it co-educaand the female members of the ortional) rushing is well on its way
ganization (or were they hostessand several pledgings have already
Perrydell, Sharkey's, Morrison's, been announced. Some of those
the Latch-string and all the many pledged are: Carl Goeller, Alpha
other popular "eat-places" are do- Phi; Tom Powell and Bill Whalen,
ing a thriving business. Everyone Kappa Alpha Theta; Jimmy Lamwill soon be broke but until then bert, Phi Mu; Bill Twitchell, Gam3 live in "the grand manner".
ma Phi Beta (repledged—carried
This year we are fortunate in over from last year, etc.
having two new places right here
Panhellenic is surviving in spite
tur fair city. Miss Margaret of the fact that everyone seems to
Shatswell, Chi Omega house chap- misunderstand everything—an ine of a year or so ago, has just terpret it in their own individual
opened up a delightful new tea fashion—and reports have it that

Phi Delts Hosts at
Chapter Open House
Saturday Evening
Florida Beta of Phi Delta
Theta played host to the college
at an informal open-house at the
chapter house, 1270 Lakeview
Drive Saturday evening, October
5.
The chapter house was effectively decorated with palm leaves,
bamboo and other flowers and
plants typical of Florida. The entire building was open to the
guests who had the opportunity
of viewing the members' rooms.
Dancing furnished the main entertainment, and between dances
the guests were served with orange juice.
Mrs.
Sellers, the Phi Delta
Theta house-mother, together with
Dr. and Mrs. Stone, and Prof, and
Mrs. Howard officially chaperoned
the evening.
some people are actually enjoying rushing.
Theta Kappa Nu has raised
hat even a trifle higher and has
announced an all-college tea next
Sunday afternoon—we s i m p l y
lUSt go. We understand they
ren have gone in for antique furniture this year!
English Debate Teams Tour U. S.
New York (NSFA) — Debate
teams representing Oxford and
Cambridge Universities will arrive here October 29th on the
Berengaria for tours sponsored
by the National Student Federa
tion. Approximately thirty en
gagements have been arranged fo
each team. The Oxford speaker;
will tour the mid-western states,
Cambridge men in the e
and south. The length of their
stay in this country has not yet
been determined due to the many
additional requests for dates being received at the NSFA office.
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TAILOR MADE
CLOTHES

BENNETT
Electric Shop

For the College
Man at Reasonable
Prices

242 E. Park Ave.
Phone 79

School Supplies
Stationery
Greeting Cards
THE

Rollins Press Store,
INC.
310 East Park Ave.

Pete, the Tailor, Inc.
Phone 6101
West Central Ave.
Orlando

From 1900 up to 1934 thc leaf
tobacco used for cigarettes ii icreased from
13,084,037 lbs. to
326,093,357 lbs.;
an increase of 2392%

During thc year ending June
.<0, 1900, the Government
collected from cigarette taxes
$3,969,191
Por the year ending June 30,
1934, the same taxes were
$350,299,442
an increase of 8725%

f^y
-

It takes mild ripe tobacco
to make a good cigarette.

—a lot of money.
Cigarettes give a lot of
pleasure to a lot of people.

LANDER'S
DRUGS
f//)/j

SUNDRIES

'y
You Are Always Welcome
Early or Late

f

^IVore cigarettes are smoked today because
m o r e p e o p l e k n o w a b o u t t h e m — they are better advertised.
But the m a i n reason for t h e increase is t h a t they are m a d e
b e t t e r — m a d e of better t o b a c c o s ; t h e n again t h e tobaccos are

PHONE 101

b l e n d e d — a blend of D o m e s t i c a n d T u r k i s h tobaccos.

FOR

Chesterfield

SUDDEN SERVICE

Everything

is made

of mild,

ripe tobaccos.

that science knows about is used in

making it a milder and better-tasting
© 1935. LlGCBTt & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

cigarette.

W e believe you w i l l enjoy t h e m .

